
               Declaration of World Party  

Official Declaration of Party  
 

Whereas The true way of evolved humans is Humane, 
And Humans are aware and know Life is interdependent 

and we rely on each other,  
 

and Whereas: the finest human qualities are having a good time, 
co-operation, discovery, and innovation 

creativity, playfulness, care for progeny, and 
exchanging what we make for mutual survival,  

 

We hereby officially declare It makes sense to do so and 
It is illogical and destructive to do otherwise. 

 
Therefore daily comfort, enjoyment, peace of mind  

and fun are recognized as fundamental rights; 
 

Whereas, fighting is only a worthy endeavor 
against real foes, and the only real foes of humanity are 

ignorance; limitation; poverty; disease; greed; 
 

and Whereas: All Humanity is on the same side against these foes 
Therefore, We as citizens of the Earth and the Cosmos, 

declare Party! 
 

Whereas: We do not recognize agendas of the  
few vested interests that divide us and make life miserable 

as  the way it has to be  and We refuse substitutes for Life, 
 

And whereas we recognize That a Leader, by definition, supports  

what enhances and supports the people and our planet’s ecosphere, 
 

We call upon our leaders to lead us into Party! 
 

World Party Day is declared! 
April 3 is P-Day:   Party Day. 

 
We will party around the world, Whether quiet or formal events,  

whether personal or public, we vow to turn up the music and pass the food! 
 

Victory will be ours as we practice this day and eventually all days with 
good manners,  our best on  and unique talents with well-being and fun. 

 
Whereas: We are intelligent life in co-operation with itself 

toward ever improving well-being for all 
 

We recognize Party pooping is only Sickness and is quarantined until it can party! 

 
We declare our right to fun, happiness, and productive creativity! 

 
We hereby recognize The opposite of War is Party, and vow to wage party, 

 
and celebrate the diversities everyone brings to the party of Life! 

 
Now Therefore, we unite in a Call to Loving Arms Around the world 

In this Declaration of Party. 
 

    Declare World Party Day! 
    Mark your calendars:   April 3 World Party Day.   

 
    Turn up the music and pass the food. 

 
            -United Citizens of EARTH 
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